Memo  ...for 2-5 players, age 4 years or older

**contents:** 42 Memo Cards - 20 card backs with white and 20 with a purple flower + 2 cards with a honeypot
**rules:** It’s your aim finding lot’s of pairs that match in character and colour. Cards that only have equal numbers are not a pair. The flowers on the card back will help you finding pairs - a pair always has a white and a purple flower.
**start:** All 42 cards have to be put on the table not showing the cards faces. With a “sum” the first card has to be flipped by the youngest player; the second card in the same way. Do both cards equal in colour and character keep the pair and put it in front of you. Now, it’s the next ones turn. Honeypots are suspending cards and have to be put back to the other cards on the table when pulled. It’s the next players turn.
**end:** If only two honeypots are left on the table, the game ends. The player with more pairs wins the game.

Honey Celebration ...for 2-5 players, age 4 years or older

**contents:** 35 cards (all card backs with purple flowers)
**rules:** It’s your aim finding lots of pairs with equal number, colour or character. In advance the player has to tell the others either he wants to find the same number, colour or character.
**start:** All cards have to be put on the table not showing their card faces. The youngest player has to flip over a card. Now, he has to tell the others if the second card he flips over has the same number, colour or character. If he was right, he keeps the pair. In case a honeypot is flipped over as your first card try finding any second card, which has the same colour. Flys are a pair, when both cards show a fly.
**end:** The game ends when all cards have been picked from the table. The player with most pairs wins.
**varieties:** Tabu! Players are not allowed to use cards from the ere move. **double move!** If finding a pair it’s your turn again. If you cannot find another pair within your second move, you’ll have to give away the first pair to any other player.

BeeTRIO ...for 2 players, age 7 years or older

**contents:** 8 cards with Maja and 8 cards with Willi on both sides + 16 cards with white flowers on the back
**rules:** It’s your aim laying down three Maja- or three Willi-Cards with the same colour in one line. It does not matter if the line is horizontal or vertical.
**start:** All 16 flower cards have to be put down to a 4x4 field on the table. Each player gets either all Maja cards or all Willi cards. The “Maja Player” starts and puts down one card (no matter, what colour is up) on one card on the table. Now, it’s the other players turn. Before laying down his own card, though, he has to flip over the opponents card (so the other colour is up) and move it one field further; either one field right, left, up or down. Now, he can lay down his own card. This procedure has to be done each time before somebody makes a move. If you don’t have any possibilities just put down your card.
**end:** The first player having three cards with the same colour up in a line wins the game.
**extra:** The card with flowers on both sides is for your own ideas!